
Rooms 
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that they rearrange for me 

come summer


so i can perspire on closet blankets

and bleed on closet sheets 


and when I go they throw out the 

bed frame too


sunday football 


happened in bed. 

but brady won again 


and he is no longer my boyfriend 

so now I just sit at the bar 


and cough up this season’s stats

with Jason or Jake or whoever the bartender is


between my girlfriends

who are gossiping about boys and drugged up 


drives to Santa Cruz 

i don’t care 


and he’s pouring me another beer 

and I’m a kid 


but school feels very far away, 

my family’s moved and left me no room


I’ve got Tupperware for Gods sakes!

and it seems I’m suspended, 


neither nineteen nor twenty-nine, and

possibly everything in between 


unwilling to get pregnant but I’m not on the pill 

cynical enough to silently pass through 


thinking man, 

damn 


I had to learn to handle this 

and soon they’re going to shit me out dry 


anxious like June 

with no where else to go in San Francisco 

with a NEEDS IMPROVEMENT for Effort 


and a handful of last season’s stats
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amenities man

but we don’t fit it, 


pre- hungover baldies with middle aged bellies

sapping up PBR and


wanking in glory holes in castro for cash 

wearing what I currently perceive as 80’s gossamer 

outdated though, like your old aunt’s eyeshadow 


the same monologues, 




no one fucking cares,

just the bus and a wavering line between coke and crack


but you know what I mean, weed on the sofa

something blue down there but 


you’re not sure you’re contagious 

fruit loops, hot wings, eloped in Las Vegas? 


and you just think god I wish I could kill myself 

[really but not really]


so you only take extra time crossing the street, 

thinking you’re some kind of exclusive real or deep? 


is that cowardly? 


no. here in amenities

no one births orphans 


or belches loud 

and all the children are weaned when its time


and they play outside my window

and make me feel such a jumble of things.



